Model based code generation for kinematics and dynamics computations in robot controllers
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Abstract—This paper gives an overview on our current research on models and Domain Specific Languages (DSLs) for robotics software development. We target the set of kinematics and dynamics algorithms which are critical for simulation and control (e.g. forward kinematics or inverse dynamics), but whose manual implementation is error prone and time consuming. Our approach relies on model based code generation to address the apparently conflicting requirements arising from the constraints of real time robot controllers on one hand, and the ease of use and the flexibility desirable by the end user on the other hand. Evidences from our experience and numerical experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

Model based controllers for articulated robots, such as operational space controllers [1] and impedance controllers [2], heavily rely on kinematics and dynamics algorithms and expressions. Despite an established theoretical understanding of such algorithms, sound implementations demand a lot of resources, making the development of new experimentations with robots harder.

The difficulties can arise from the lack of established software models and thus the lack of reusable components, in addition to the inherent complexity of kinematics/dynamics. The implementation becomes even more challenging when real time constraints and limited hardware resources demand fast and efficient code.

To address these issues we designed some simple yet general domain models of the relevant aspects of the kinematics and dynamics of a robot, and then built DSLs on top of them [3], with the final purpose of automatically generating code. We primarily target the algebraic expressions typical of different control approaches (e.g. operational space control, Jacobian-transpose force control) and rigid body dynamics algorithms.

Our approach exhibits several desirable features which include:

- ease of use: the user is required to deal only with high level information;
- robustness: an automated code generation process is repeatable and cannot introduce occasional mistakes;
- flexibility: domain models make the software more general and enable extensibility;
- efficiency: the generated implementations can be optimized to address the speed and efficiency constraints of real time robot controllers.

In principle DSLs allow to generate code of any language, but for this work we mainly focus on C/C++ (using the algebra library Eigen [4]) because of the need to run hard real time control loops at high frequencies (e.g. 1Khz). We develop the DSLs with the Xtext workbench for Eclipse [5], using the Java and the Xtend2 languages [6]. In addition, we rely on the Maxima symbolic computation engine [7], to simplify algebraic expressions and thus generate optimized code.

Generation of code and equations is a feature available in some commercial software packages, as for instance SD/FAST [8] and Robotran [9]. SL is a mature package [10] which is used in several research labs – including ours – for simulations and control; we will use it for some comparisons with our code. We will also show some comparisons with the Stanford Whole Body Control (S-wbc) software, which explicitly targets the implementation of the operational space formulation [11]. For further details about the kinematic model and rigid body dynamics algorithms please refer to the work of Featherstone [12].

Our contribution lies in gathering different points: the use of domain models according to an established best practice in software design (in a field like robotics, that on the other hand seems to partially lack of a principled development process [13]); the use of the technological opportunity given by DSLs to realize our purposes: the efficiency of the resulting implementations, which meet the requirements of controllers of real robots.

II. MODELS AND LANGUAGES

Figure 1 shows an UML class diagram representing kinematic trees. The model is simple but general, and can be applied to almost any robot made by rigid links (we are not handling kinematic loop though).

We designed a DSL based on this domain model so that its instance documents are specific robot descriptions (an example in Figure 2). The effort required to design the grammar of the language was relatively limited and subject to a confident understanding of the domain.

With this DSL the user only needs to produce an high level description of the robot, which however fully specifies the physics of the system according to the rigid body dynamics model.

Then, such information can be transformed automatically
be transformed into executable code, relieving the user from manual development: for instance, rigid body dynamics algorithms like the Newton-Euler inverse dynamics are parametrized on such robot models, therefore robot-specific, optimized implementations can be generated.

Another possible exploitation of the robot model pertains kinematics, and in particular the coordinate transformations and the geometric Jacobians. These matrices typically suffer from ambiguities that make their manual development tricky and time consuming. An effective software model of these objects exposes the properties that allow to disambiguate the structure of the expressions (e.g. whether a rotation matrix is supposed to multiply a vector in the original frame or in the rotated one), enabling, for instance, consistent code generation. See Figure 3.

Part of the diagram in Fig.3 served as the basis for another standalone DSL, whose documents contain an abstract specification of some transformation matrices. This abstract description allows to generate different matrices like homogeneous transforms or 6D motion vector transforms. We take advantage of this language by translating the geometric data about the placement of robot frames to a user defined list of abstract transforms. Then, these can in turn be transformed into executable code.

Figure 4 gives a rough idea on how the C++ code might look like.

```
fig. 2. A little excerpt from a document of the kinematic DSL describing a fictitious 5 dof robot. The text shows the fixed base, the first link and the first two joints.

```

Fig. 3. The model of coordinate transformations and Jacobians as an UML class diagram. Transforms are composition of basic rotations and translations; named transforms describe the relative pose of two known frames; left and right refer to the position of frames B and A in the notation $P_{xA}$. Jacobians on the other hand are fully determined by a pair of frames, as they can be computed from the transformations related to such frames.

Currently, our DSLs allow to generate the following elements:

- Robot model description: URDF XML file (used in ROS), Matlab model (compatible with Featherstone’s code), SL model.
- Dynamics (C++): the Newton-Euler algorithm for inverse dynamics, the composite-rigid-body algorithm for the joint space inertia matrix $M$, the $L_T L$ factorization of $M$.
- Kinematics (C++, Maxima): coordinate transforms and Jacobians

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this last section we will show some performance evaluations of the generated code (all tests were executed on a Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo CPU, P8700 @ 2.53GHz). We obviously performed other tests to assess the numerical correctness, generally by comparing the output with other
established software. Our approach has proven to be very convenient and flexible, in that given a new robot model is very easy to get working implementations of diverse kinematics/dynamics computations.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the execution time between our code and Sl., for the computation of the Newton–Euler inverse dynamics. Sl. generates a highly optimized C code implementation, and in our experience its performance can very well be considered as a reference. As can be seen from the plot, the execution times of the two implementation basically have the same order of magnitude. We achieved a performance similar to Sl. without sacrificing the usability and the maintainability of the modeling/generation process.

Figure 6 shows instead a comparison with the SL-wbc software, about the computation of the base-to-end-effector Jacobian and the inverse of the joint space inertia matrix, for a 5 DOF robot. These quantities are the factors of the inertia weighted pseudo inverse of the Jacobian, and then of its null space projector, an expression that appears in the operational space formulation.

The graph clearly shows a better performance for the code generated with our approach, due to the efficient algorithms we are employing to compute $M^{-1}$ (the composite-rigid-body algorithm and the $L^T L$ factorization) and $J$. The computation of $M$ makes use of several coordinate transforms, which are also efficient thanks to the symbolic simplifications taking place in the generator. The same thing applies for $J$.

**IV. Conclusions**

In this paper we have shown an approach based on simple domain models and Domain Specific Languages to support the development of robotics software by automating the implementation of kinematics and dynamics computations. The use of shared models among the components and the code generation improve the ease of use and the flexibility of our tools. Experimental results also demonstrate the compatibility with applications with hard real time constraints, such as fast controller of real robots.
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